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"Based on more than 500 interviews, including Muhammad Ali's closest associates, and enhanced by access to thousands of pages of newly
released FBI records, this is a ... story of a man who became one of the great figures of the twentieth century [boxing world]"-Based on extensive interviews with workers in four different industries, this book takes us behind the statistics of the economic collapse and
into the lives of Americans who are struggling to make ends meet and support their families. Tom Juravich combines oral history with social
and economic analysis to provide a vivid account of the multiple challenges presented in today's workplaces. At a Verizon call center in
Andover, Massachusetts, customer service reps find themselves overwhelmed by the pace of work and the constant monitoring. They
describe a daily routine marked by regimentation, intense pressure to sell, and unrelenting stress. In New Bedford, undocumented
Guatemalans in the fish-processing industry are fired if they don't work fast enough, cheated out of wages, and mistreated by supervisors.
Juravich describes a brutal immigration raid by U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement that divided families and forced workers further
underground. Juravich then takes us inside the operating rooms at the Boston Medical Center, where hospital consolidation has brought a
new "bottom line" philosophy that has fundamentally altered the way patient care is delivered. Surgery takes place almost non-stop, driving
some nurses from their chosen profession and leaving those who remain exhausted. The final case study looks at the shuttering of the Jones
Beloit plant, an internationally known manufacturer of machinery for the paper industry. Despite the best efforts of highly skilled and
productive workers to save their plant, it was abruptly closed and they were abandoned after their CEO recklessly became involved in a
shaky foreign investment. Juravich argues that workers face a series of paradoxes in the contemporary American workplace. They can no
longer assume that large established firms create good jobs. The new working conditions often resemble what was traditionally associated
with marginal and low-wage employers. He concludes that we must bring a discussion about the quality of jobs back into the public discourse
and that a "good jobs" strategy is a fundamental building block to economic recovery. Workers' voices are front and center in this highly
readable book. It includes striking photographs by Paul Shoul and a CD that presents a series of audio documentaries with excerpts from the
interviews, as well as four original songs written and performed by Juravich.
What Do you Fear? What is the one thing that causes you to break out in a cold sweat? What is the one thing that tortures your mind and
freezes the blood in your veins? Fear of death, clowns, bats, mirrors, being buried alive, being tied up? These and many other phobias are
addressed in nineteen tales of psychological horror by some of the top New York Times bestselling and award-winning authors, as well as
new and upcoming talented writers. Come join authors F. Paul Wilson, Heather Graham, Thomas Monteleone and their fellow writers into a
journey of the mind and the terrors that await within: Never Fear-Phobias
The Power of Love When Rebecca Michaels returns to her mother's home with her troubled son and special needs baby, she feels certain
that God has abandoned her. Then Officer Gabriel Stone steps in with his firm hand, solid faith and a heart that needs healing… The Courage
to Dream Returning to her Southern roots is a bitter journey—one chef Rachel Peters hopes to make brief, after collecting two younger
siblings. But old flame Michael Hunter is determined to reunite her with the place, the faith…and the love she left behind.

Even the humid weather of Magnolia Blossom couldn't melt the tension that flared between Rachel Peters and Michael Hunter.
High school sweethearts ten years before, they were finally face-to-face again, and in place of young love were unanswered
questions. Luckily Rachel was only back temporarily, to get to know her younger sister and brother again before she took them off
with her. But nurturing her siblings wasn't as easy as she thought it would be, and as she watched Michael tenderly caring for his
own son, she knew she needed help. So he agreed to teach her-about family, about God and about the small-town life she'd
forgotten. But she was learning much more-she was learning about how leaving again might not be the answer.
Provides synopses for over 1,500 titles of current popular fiction and recommends other books by such criteria as authors,
characters portrayed, time period, geographical setting, or genre
In the early days of television, many of its actors, writers, producers and directors came from radio. This crossover endowed the
American Radio Archives with a treasure trove of television documents. The collected scripts span more than 40 years of
American television history, from live broadcasts of the 1940s to the late 1980s. They also cover the entire spectrum of television
entertainment programming, including comedies, soap operas, dramas, westerns, and crime series. The archives cover nearly
1,200 programs represented by more than 6,000 individual scripts. Includes an index of personal names, program and episode
titles and production companies, as well as a glossary of industry terms.
CMJ New Music Report is the primary source for exclusive charts of non-commercial and college radio airplay and independent
and trend-forward retail sales. CMJ's trade publication, compiles playlists for college and non-commercial stations; often a prelude
to larger success.
Recaps of games, reviews of more than fifty football seasons, details of line-ups and major programs, and more are provided in
this comprehensive guide spanning from 1953 to the present day. Original.
From the time that Tom, aged 8, drew a picture of his ambition to dive at the Olympic Games, he has gone on to become Britain's
leading diver, capturing the attention of the world's media along the way. In this easily accessible text read Tom's emotional story,
from his childhood years right up to when he took Olympic bronze at London 2012. It takes blood, sweat and tears to get to the top
of any sport, and these short, inspirational biographies show just how tough it can be. Focusing on top athletes and sport
personalities, each dramatic story brings to life the skill, determination and luck needed to break through into top level competition.
This title is published by Franklin Watts EDGE, which produces a range of books to get children reading with confidence. EDGE for books children can't put down.
Photographs and text celebrate the sections of the city of Chicago, focusing on landmark buildings, parks, shops, museums, and
theaters.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and
data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Monster and The Visitation is authored by Frank Peretti and bundled into a 2-in-1 collection.
A statistical and factual reference to the past half-century of college football features recaps of more than seven thousand games,
includes complete season-by-season lineups and records, and is complemented by personality profiles of forefront players and
coaches. Original. 20,000 first printing.
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY
home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology, information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
Uses interviews, Patti Smith's memoir "Just Kids," and documentaries to enhance a biography of the artist and musician.
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Looks at the effects of race on the neighborhood dynamics of Chicago's West Side from the end of World War II through the 1970s.
Tom DaleyFranklin Watts
The year is 1968 and the Vietnam War is reaching its nadir. Thomas Bishop, like so many other young men of this generation, faces terrible
decisions forced on him by foreign policy of the American government. Honor bound to defend America from communism, Thomas trains to
become a Marine Corps pilot to avoid a walking tour in the jungles of Vietnam. Tran Thien Don is a simple peasant boy thrust into the
American War following a violent and life changing encounter with soldiers from Saigon. The struggle to preserve and maintain Vietnamese
culture through a history of invasion from China, Japan, France, and now the inexplicable devastation from America, has ignited a fire in Don
to fight for his country's unification, while seeking the opportunity for revenge on his personal enemies. Oliver Lacey is a young man who is
an accidental Marine inductee facing racism in the ranks in Vietnam, missing a civil rights movement at home, and experiencing his own
awakening about his place in the world. On the streets of the United States and in universities around the world the war rages. Few escape
its reality as the nightly news sends images from Vietnam into homes during dinner. This tragic and unrelenting suppertime carnage sparks a
collective awakening and a revolution of social change is born. Glory's Child is a story of the death of American idealism. From multiple
perspectives the horrifying truth of war settles in around its characters. It is a gripping tale of heartbreak, survival, death, and a thorough
examination of the philosophy and politics surrounding the execution of the American War in Vietnam.
Simplified Chinese edition of a New York Times bestseller and the Pulitzer Prize-winning book ANGELA'S ASHES: A Memoir (Part 1 of 3) by
Frank McCourt. Despite extreme poverty and desperation of his childhood McCourt recounts his early age in an affecting and uplifting voice
in this luminous memoir. In Simplified Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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